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Notes on the Buddhastotra Fragment 
THT3597 in Tocharian B* 
Michael PEYROT 
§o. Introduction 
Recently, interest in the oldest layer of Tocharian B, so-called "archaic Tocharian B", 
has increased considerably (cf. for instance Malzahn 2007 with focus on the script; 
Peyrot 2008: 188-189 and passim; Pinault 2008: 271-277, 348-350). The problem 
with archaic Tocharian B is that its corpus is small and fragmentary, even for Tocharian 
standards. It is all the more surprising that a number of archaic texts in the Paris and 
Berlin collections have remained unpublished even until present, although some 
are much better preserved than many of the archaic fragments included in Sieg and 
Siegling 1953 (for the press marks, cf. Peyrot 2008: 234). 
One such fragment is THT3597, identified and translated by Schmidt (1983: 
272-275), which contains a Buddhastotra praising acts of self-sacrifice of the Buddha 
in former births. As Schmidt refrained from presenting the original text and offering a 
linguistic commentary, it is high time the fragment were studied anew. It goes without 
saying that his translation, the identification of the parallel text B239, and his notes on 
the content are of inestimable value for the understanding of this text. 
* In July 2007, I had the opportunity to study the original manuscript, which belongs 
to the Depositum der Berlin-Brandenburgischen Akademie der Wissenschaften in der 
Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin ~ Preufiischer Kulturbesitz ~ Orientabteilung. I would like to 
thank Dr. Hartmut-Ortwin Feistel and the staff members of the Orientabteilung for their kind 
cooperation. Images of the manuscript are available at titus.fkidgl.uni-frankfurt.de through 
titus.tkidgl.uni-frankfurt.de/texte/tocharic/thtframe.htm. For valuable comments on an earlier 
draft, I am grateful to Alexander Lubotsky, Frits Kortlandt, Tijmen Pronk and Kristin Meier 
(Leiden), as well as to the editors. 
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Below, I will first present a transliteration (§ 1), then a transcription with a 
metrical analysis (§2), followed by an English translation (§3) and notes on the content 
(§4) and the language (§5). 
§1. Transliteration 
THT3597,1 "das Prachtsttick der Neufunde", according to Schmidt (1983: 272), 
measures 23.5 cm in width and 10 cm in height and contains 8 lines on each side. The 
fragment, consisting of a number of smaller pieces skilfully put together, stretches 
from the string hole (the "Schnurloch", covering lines 4 and 5 of both recto and verso) 
to the right margin, the latter being preserved for lines a5-8 (a tiny ink rest of the last 
ak~ara of a4 is also preserved) and b 1-4. Two large indentations reach from the bot-
tom of the recto until lines a4 (the left one) and a5 (the right one), i.e. from the top of 
the verso until lines b5 and b4. The upper right corner of the recto and the lower right 
of the verso are lost. Of the full lines, one third misses at the left, the average number 
of ak~aras preserved ranging from 28 to 32, and the estimated number missing being 
about 15-16. Accordingly, the manuscript must have had about 45 ak~aras per line, and 
its original width was approximately 35 cm, or 36, as Schmidt estimated (1983: 271). 
THT3598 (Mainz 655, 2) contains four other little fragments that may belong to the 
same manuscript. 
The manuscript is written in standard ductus, but in an early variant without 
any important late features (in terms of Sander 1968: 182, "nordturkistanische 
BrahmT" A, alphabet t). All diagnostics of Malzahn's classification (2007: 258-263, 
tables on pp. 296-297) are not archaic: 1) < a > and < ka>2 are closed; 2) < ma> is 
usually closed, but sometimes it has a little opening at the top right (e.g. aI, a3, a4, 
a7); 3) < IDf!.> has only a horizontal bar, no cross; 4) < §.f! > has no space in the middle 
The old press mark is Mainz 655, I; the expedition code is TIll. MQR, i.e. found at the Mil)-
Oy site near Qizil in the red cupola cave during the third Prussian Turfan expedition. 
2 Some have a slight opening at the left, but none at the right « ykne > b5 being an exception). 
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« sa > does not occur); 5) the vowel marks for e and ai are standard (not left bound); 
6) the upward stroke of <0> is modest in a7, but by no means small in bI. Worthy of 
notice are some <ya> characters with an opening at the top right (e.g. a2bi" a3, a4, 
b4), but they are found next to others which are closed completely (e.g. a8, b4, b5, 
b6). A couple of <fia> characters are open at the left bottom (e.g. ai, a3, a4, bI), some 
are open also at the right (e.g. aI, b3, b5), whereas the closed variant is also frequent 
(e.g. a3, a5, b5). 
The state of paper and ink is good, and generally the text is easy to read, 
but some scribbles between the lines are difficult to interpret. Sometimes correcting 
the text, sometimes explaining it, they are all difficult to read, and they do not always 
comply with the convention to give corrections below the line and mark them with a 
cross above. 3 
al III sa 4 : ma fiiis tsatikau e5ti!s.g.lpatte piidfiii!s.lgfifie nuwaliie 1r1.fi prakref!l maka 
wi[nJ- /11 6 
a2 7//1 ·[tJ- 19fifiana lak$antasa: ce yamorsa !s.gloym fiiis tOf!l lak$anta po tako/m 
Igll1 8 
3 The transliteration generally follows the conventional system (e.g. Sieg and Siegling 1953), 
but I use 'T' to indicate the doubling stroke (e.g. < kt > = < kk » and [ distinguish "-" for 
visible rests of an unreadable ak~ara and "( -)" for the space of an ak~ara of which no traces 
can be discerned. 
4 It looks like we have ka pi underneath, for which I have no explanation. 
5 With an accidental ink spot underneath. 
6 Two or perhaps three ak~aras are lost until the right margin. 
7 Probably, 18 syllables are lost in the preceding lacuna (the rest of line a 1 included), the same 
number as between b7 and b8 (note 28). 
8 Three ak~aras are lost until the right margin. 
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a3 9/// - kauna-pefiyai kauf!l cmel$u pO kaufiaktef!l $eHirku lQkutsowfiaisa : 
maiyya-preficai vikMU ///8 
a4 10/// lmaf!lts ya"maisa wesefifiaisa lQr!sQ12 pO $arkatai : poysififie$$e sumer ci 
lQrnesa fias W" (-) -
a5 13/// mfie tai wa$mone ensaleJ (-) leJs cmela :praktref!l ~.Jlfi-afi!!1' klyautkatai 
saf!lsa[rj-· (- -) klenta!sq 
$arkate-c ka (-) - rtstse: 2 empe 
a7 18/// [lgjnw, !!1Qrsare £{!suweneI9 (- - - - -) $$ante laref!l ~Qfi saul, : 
onkol'a (- - -) sne $lemef!l ~Q 
9 The exaet size of the preceding lacuna (including thc rest of line a2) is unknown, but it must 
be approximately equivalent to the space of 18 syllables. If taka/m $a III starts the fourth 
pada of a strophe (see note 34), this must be the last strophe. Accordingly, we expect 9 more 
ak~aras of the pada in the lacuna, followed by " : ", the strophe number, probably a double 
dal)<;ia, and the metre of the next section between double dal)<;ias. 
10 To the left is the string hole space; 12 syllables are lost in the preceding lacuna (the rest of 
line a3 included). 
II ya is added underneath with a cross above, probably clarifying the first syllable of the word 
yamaisa. It is improbable that ya should be added to the text. as (O/ika)lmalll yats yamaisa or 
(O/iko)lmalllts ya yamaisa make no sense. 
12 Added underneath with a cross above: rwa. 
13 To the left is the string hole space; 10 syllables are lost in the preceding lacuna. 
14 In the preceding lacuna 15 syllables are lost. 
15 Under the rn, which is clearly a bit below the line so that the virama is certain, there is a 
scribble [tJsa, again attached with a kind of virama stroke. Accordingly, one might read 
tarnals, or, if what looks like a virama stroke is in fact a vowel e, we have just tarn with a 
gloss lse. 
16 Over raml, there is a scribble reading mo, for which I have no explanation. 
17 Over the w of lfl.nw, a little ak~ara se is added, and over the wa of (io:~'uwa a little sa, which 
combines with the wa below to a compound ak~ara swa. Thus, the two scribbles together can 
be. read seswa (cf. also notes 19 and 21). I do not know what to make of yet another scribble 
in faint ink over < .s.llSU >; it may read se or ye. 
18 In the preceding lacuna 12 syllables are lost. 
19 A scribble seswa is added above (se over (i{l.su and swa at the left over we; cf. also notes 17 
and 21). (i{l.suwer$e could also be read (i{l.suwer$(.~)e. 
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a8 20/// U1.ii,yukamii (- - - - - - -) w[a/1ne: 3 samsiirantse (- - - - - - -) 
po siirsa Iy[k}q 
bI 20/// - rtate-cii, tn[ek} s[ii} - (- - - - - -) liiesse we£qii, (-) ·ts· - (- -) -
lqstii : 0 
b2 20/// p(a)lskosa : 4 iiiikcya - (- - - -) [nI skwantsi nta kca carkii-c mii 
karum pa[II' (- -) sana wese 
b3 20/// kr saisse se iii wa senik, (- - -) iiis, wast~ enku : rfniissitm sakw, iia 
- (-) - Iwiiiiai sconai 
b4 22/// seyyiskane mokauska se (- -) I I }y[ y } '-c, : sayusii cem ciilate tu Iyakiista 
ka'u[ Jts' naitta-c I2qls'o : 
b5 23/// ynesiiiii, mii Ul., maukiista : karum palsko te-yknesii Iwiiiiiie rupne tukau 
sai-c, tOl, lair a}m ///24 
b6 25/// [ke}ktseii wsiistii : papiisausai kektsentsa se26 tkasta cem ciik~ aurce siir 
maiytartsa: keS[c}yem [1]- ///24 
b7 27///latkiinte-c, iiiimiilaska sai!11.,-wasta po kelasta: 7 kesl, tekisa lqkle _ ///24 
b8 28/// - wsiista mfsa latkatsi snai kes cmela : stiyais~ oktne karuntsa !11.qkte 
20 In the preceding lacuna 14 syllables are lost. 
21 In vowel position, two strokes can be seen: one looks like <Xii>, the other could be <Xe>, 
or the body of an ak::;ara added over <wa>. If wane belongs to a word s..ffuwane, this gloss 
may be a third case of seswa, this time written seswii (the added ak~ara would be <sii>, 
combining to < swii> with the wa underneath). However, this occurrence is much more 
uncertain than the other two (cf. notes 17 and 19). 
22 To the left is the string hole space; in the preceding lacuna 9 syllables and the strophe number 
"5" are lost. 
23 To the left is the string hole space; in the preceding lacuna 12 syllables are lost. 
24 Three ak~aras are lost until the right margin. 
25 In the preceding lacuna 12 syllables and the strophe number" 6 " are lost. 
26 The ak~ara has a clear e-stroke, which is, however, much too far left bound. 
27 In the preceding lacuna 19 syllables are lost. 
28 In the preceding lacuna 18 syllables are lost. 
29 Four ak~aras are lost until the right margin. 
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§2. Transcription 
As Schmidt noted (1983: 273), lines a5-b8 have a parallel in B239a I-b6, which are 
given under the relevant padas for reference. Lines a3-b8 contain strophes 1-8 of a 
Buddhastotra in a metre of 4 padas with 18 syllables each.30 The 18 syllable padas 
are subdivided into units of 7, 7, and 4 syllables, which I have indicated with the 
symbol" : ". The units of 7 syllables are further subdivided into 4 and 3 syllables, 
but this I have left unmarked. The padas are followed by their number in rectangular 
brackets, except for the fourth and last pada of a strophe (pada d) if the strophe number 
appears in the manuscript itself.3l The strophe numbers of B239 are higher by 6, i.e. 
strophe 2 of THT3597 corresponds to strophe 8 of B239 and so on; for convenience 
sake, in the translation (§3) and the notes on the content (§4) reference is made only to 
the strophe numbers ofTHT3597. The poem might continue with the Buddhastotra set 
B207, B215, B221 with the same metre, but there is no text overlap. 
Schmidt suggested that lines a 1-2, which belong to another section of the 
stotra, have a metre of 4 padas with 12 syllables each (subdivided into 4 : 4 : 4; 1983: 
273). It is disturbing that in this small piece two out of four pada end markings would 
be absent, but otherwise the metre fits very well, and it is adopted here. 
11'j -. 32 [al] 11, sa. 
mii fias tsiilikau : elikaipatte : pudfiaktafifie 
nuwaliie tafi : prakre1'fl miika : win-33 III [a2] 
one pada is completely lost in the lacuna 
III ·t· tafifiana : iak$iintasii: 
30 The metre ofB239 was recognised already by Sieg and Siegling (1953: 141-142), who have 
offered a detailed analysis of the metrical units and the lacunae in their notes. 
31 The beginning of the lines in the manuscript is given in rectangular brackets in subscript. 
32 sa is probably the perlative suffix. 
33 We could think of win {askau flas), if the parallel B216a3, where we can read III [flja[sj,: 39, 
is correctly identified (see also note 34). 
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ce yiimorsa : kiiloym iiiis tOIJl : lak$anta p034 
tiiko/m $ii III [a3] III -
kauna-peiiyai kaulJl cmel$u : po kauiiiiktelJl $e$$irku : liikutsowiiaisa : [l a] 
maiyyii-preiicai vikmu III [a4] [lb] 
111(onko)lmalJlts yiimaisa : weseiiiiaisa tiirkiirwa : po $iirkatai: [lc] 
poysiiiiie$$e sumer ci : tiirnesa iiiis w(iniiskau) : [l d] 
[as] III miie : tai wii$mone ensii(t)e : (snai ke)s cmela: [2a] 
prakkrelJl $iiii-iiiim klyautkatai : salJlsiir($$ana35 lii)klenta : kii[a6] (ltsi) III [2b] 
(arhiinte$$ai 36 ytiirine : ekwalacce wark$ii)ltsa : miist1- iirwiire : [2c] 
B239al III nte$$ai ytiirine ekwal(a)cc(e) w(ar)k$ii(l)ts(a) III [8c] 
tiinwii(ssonta mii)tarii 37 ramt : tiinw sasuwane $iirkate-c : ka(rulJl au)rtstse : 2 
empe [a7] (le - kariisne : seyi mfsa sawiire : triko$ kessa :) III [3a] 
B239a2 III kariisne seyi mfsa sawiire triko$ kess(a) : [9a] 
tiinw miirsiire SaSuwer$e : - - - - (pa)$$iinte : larelJl $iiii saul: [3b] 
B239a2 [continued] tanw III [9b] 
34 Possibly, the position of the pada end is corroborated by B216a4 (= THTl674) III .. n{a}s 
(t)Olll lak~'anta po {:) - (so to be read pace Sieg and Siegling 1953: 129). However, the 
remnants of the last ak~.;ara do not look very much like <ta>, which is the ak~ara that we 
would expect on the basis of takorn in THT3597a2. If B216 is parallel nevertheless and the 
strophe numbers are the same, this would be the end of pada 40c (B216 would have to be 
turned over). 
35 Because the r is the high combined ak~ara variant, a restoration samsar(antse) is excluded. 
36 In the lexicon that is known there are not many words in -nte that would qualify; a restoration 
to arhanten'ai yields the correct number of syllables. 
37 As far as the Tocharian text is concerned, a restoration (pa)tarn 'fathers' instead of (ma)tarn 
'mothers' is equally possible (see Schmidt 1983: 273). However, Prof. Yoshida kindly points 
out to me that a restoration to 'mothers' receives strong support from a parallel expression 
attested in Sogdian: "L'homme qui pense a la buddhata doit aimer tous les etres autant qu'une 
mere 6prouve de compassion pour son fils unique" (Benveniste 1940: 7, lines 64-66). 
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oilkol(m)a - - - sne38 : $lemerrz $ii[a8] (fi-iifim $aliitai : keseyerrzts swiitsi :) [3c] 
B239a3 III $lemerrz $afi iifim $aliitai keseyerrzts swiits(i) : [9c] 
III tiifi : yukamii(ne) - - - - - - wane: 3 
B239a3 [continued] ee smii(rrz) III [9d] 
sarrzsiirantse - - - : (aisiimfie ci) po Siirsa : lykii [b I] (ske trekte :) [4a] 
B239a4 III aisamfie ci po siirsa lykaske trekte39 [1 Qa] 
III ($ii)rtate-e : tnek sii - - [4b] 
- - - - - lfie$$e : wesiifi ($i;4°rm)ts(a rintsatai : tnek ke)liistii: [4c] 
B239a5 III $$e wesiifi $armtsa rintsatai tnek kelasta39 [1 Qc] 
o [b2] III p(a)lskosa : 4 
fiiikeya(na ramt skwiinma)n(e) : skwantsi nta kea earkii-e mii : karurrz pal(sko) [5a] 
B239a6 III skwiintsi nta kea eiirkii-e mii karurrz pal(sk)o39 [1 la] 
- - $ana wese(fifiairrz) : [5b] 
[b3] III k$" sai$$e se : fii wa senik (wiirpau ste) : fiis wast'i eilku: [5c] 
B239a7 Illwa senik wiirpau ste fiiis wa 111[llc] 
rfnii$$itrii siikw fia(keye) : - - lwiifiai : seonai [b4] III [5d] 
Ill: $eyyiskane mokauska : se(nik) - [IYllyI-e: [6a] 
B239bl III ($ai)yiSkane mokowska senik III 
sayusii eerrz eiilate : tu lyakiista ka(r)u(rrz)ts(a) : naitta-e piils(k)o: [6b] 
[b5] III (: saul kiiryiitai tai)ynesifi : mii $P maukiista: [6c] 
B239b2 III saul kiiryiitai tainaisiifi mii $ mauk(ii)st(a/9 [12c] 
38 Following the translation of Schmidt, we could think of oitkol(m)a(nnai siirwe)sne 'in 
elephant shape'. The paradigm of siirweee 'form of existence' is only imperfectly known: 
this occurrence would prove the inflexion type kektsene 'body', obl. kektsen. However, 
this restoration presupposes a development en > sn, common in the classical language, but 
unexpected in an archaic text. 
39 The":" must be lost just beyond the right edge. 
40 The assumption of an ak~ara <~p instead of <~a> explains the relatively large distance to the 
following <·ts·>. 
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karWl1 palsko te-yknesa : lwanne rupne tukau $ai-c : tot lalaf?1($ka [b6] 6) 
III (ne: karyortantaf?1ts latkatsi) : kektsen wsasta: [7a] 
B239b3 III ne karyortantaf?1ts latkatsi kektsen wsa(sta :) [13a] 
papasausai kektsentsa : setkasta cef?1 cak'/ aurce : sar maiytartsa : [7b] 
kescyef?1 1 (wasa lyakasta : kalpo $an anm myayasta) I I 1[7 c] 
B239b4 III lyakasta kalpo $an anm myasta41 III [l3c] 
[b7] III latkante-c : anmala$ka saim-wasta : po kelasta : 7 
B239bS III 13 
kest tekisa lakle(nta : samne sai$$e lyakasta : ) III [8a] 
B239bS [continued] k(e)st tekisa ala$mof?1 samne (s)ai$$(e) lya(kasta) III [14a] 
[b8] III - : wsasta mfsa latkatsi : snai kes cmela : [8b] 
B239b6 III $ (a)n kektsenmef?1: [14b] 
stiyais'/ oktne karuntsa : makte masta III [8c] 
B239b6 [continued] stiyais'/ okne karunt(sa) makte ma III [14c] 
B239b7 III aunw arance 14 
B239b7 [continued] kliye42 ·e III [ISa] 
§3. English translation 
Naturally, the translation given below is in broad outline and in many details based on 
that of Schmidt (1983: 273-274). 
«I will not arise without having achieved the Buddha [worth]!» [c] 
[this] firm roaring of yours (I) honour much. [d] 
one pada is completely lost in the lacuna [a] 
41 Following Sieg and Siegling (1953: 142), probably to be corrected into myayasta. 
42 The reading kl(y)iye (Sieg and Siegling 1953: 142) is also possible, but kliye is more likely 
because that is the classical form of the word (Peyrot 2008: 109). 
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... with your43 ... characteristics; [b) 
may I through this deed obtain all these characteristics; [c) 
may I become ... [d]44 
o sun glory, 0 sun of [re ]birth, you have surpassed all suns with your light, [I a] 
o powerful Vi~I).u, ... [ I b) 
the ... of the elephants you have surpassed with [your] course, and with [your] 
voice all c1ouds:45 [lc] 
you, Sumeru of omniscience, I honour with my skull ... [I d) 
... , to these two friends you have kept in countless [re]births; [2a] 
you have made yourself firm (in order to bear) ... the sorrows of the sarnsara; [2b] 
with unremitting energy you set out, ready on the arhat road; [2c] 
your deep compassion has surpassed even love like loving mothers to [their] 
sons.
46 [2d] 
In the terrible wilds they ate the flesh of [their own] son, confused because of 
hunger: [3a] 
they forgot [their] love to [their] son [and] ... (saved) their own dear life; [3b] 
in the (shape) of an elephant you threw yourself from a mountain as food for 
43 According to the metre, tiinnana is preceded by onc syllable. Together with this onc 
syllable, it could theoretically form a four syllable word, but it could also be the f. pI. of 
the adj. tanne 'your'. 
44 This is probably the last pada of this part of the poem; the following pada is the first of the 
next section. 
45 Literally: 'the ... of the elephants with your going, [and] with your voice the clouds you have 
surpassed'. Before (onko)lmat!lts onc more syllable needs to be restored, for which ymai 
(obl.sg.) 'course' is a possibility. 
46 The syntax of this pada is difficult. Onc would expects 'love like that of mothers to [their] 
sons', but a genitive plural (which would be based on the scribble ts mentioned in note 
15) is excluded by the metrical structure. Probably, the word miitarn (for miitiirn) is a 
nominative indeed: it may be the subject of a subclause with a verb in ellipsis. Perhaps the 
glossator wanted to correct it into a genitive, just like we could be tempted to do. Instead of 
tiinwii(ssonta) , wc could also restore tiinwii(nnel!l raj 'they love', but this makes the gloss 
more difficult to explain. 
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[those] hungry [3c] 
... this repetition ... your ... overcoming ... (love) to [their] (sons). [3d] 
[Your] wisdom (about the ... )47 of the sa1?1siira made you understand everything, 
little and big [4a] 
... your ... has compelled you to ... here; [4b] 
... 4X you have given up for our sake and you have endured [it] here: [4c] 
the beings (?)49 ... with [your] mind. [4d] 
The thought of compassion never let you feel happy (like) with divine 
(pleasures); [5a] 
... voices ... [5b] 
«for this ... world is entrusted to me;50 me it has taken as [its] refuge» [5c] 
[but] it gave up divine happiness and ... animal hatred ... 51 [5d] 
(When you were a lion), a she-monkey entrusted her two offspring to you;50 [6a] 
a vulture carried them off; you saw that and out of compassion your mind 
shocked; [6b] 
([and] with the blood from your flanks) you bought [back] their lives and did not 
let off - [6c] 
47 Schmidt suggests "Eigenart" (1983: 273). 
48 An adjective in -He from an abstract in -liie can be formed from almost any verb; (kse)lne$$e 
'of the nirval)a' is a possibility, i.e. 'your entrance into the nirval)a' or 'your wish for the 
nirval)a'. 
49 If to be restored as o(nolmi). 
50 Apparently, senik wCJrpa- (pada 5c) is to be rendered as intransitive 'be entrusted', while 
transitive 'entrust' (pada 6a) is expressed with senik and a different verb (a form of kCJlp-
as in B88b2 seems excluded here). Confusingly, the verb wCJrpa- 'receive' also occurs in 
a construction with senik that means 'receive in trust' in B220a I (see Thomas 1983: 242; 
Adams 1999: 699). 
51 Schmidt (1983: 273) suggests: "[und] (verfolgte mich mit) tierischem HaB (in unzahligen 
Geburten)". However, that is a bit difficult to fit into the small lacunae we have. A possibility 
is (tarknoy-n) lwiinai .~eonai (emela) '(released [again and again]) animal hatred (towards me 
[in the re]births)'. With Schmidt, the Buddha may still be speaking in pada 5d, but it is also 
possible that 5d is again in the second person, i.e. (tiirknoy-c) 'released towards you'. 
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thus your compassionate mind was hidden in animal appearance, 0 so tender 
one! [6d] 
(When you were a turtle), you gave [your] body away to the merchants to be 
stripped, [7a] 
[and] with your body skinned you let them cross over the wide river by your 
love: [7b] 
you have seen hungry (animals) and put yourself[a whole] kalpa to damage (in 
order to feed them); [7c] 
... they cut off your (flesh) - 0, pitying help and stay, you endured all! [7d] 
You have seen the sorrows through hunger and illness (of the people) ... 52 [8a] 
you have given ([your] own body) away ... to let the flesh be stripped in countless 
rebirths;53 [8b] 
as
54 
out of compassion you set out with calm in the eight ... [8c] 
... the heart [was] hit. [8d] 
A woman ... [9a] 
§4. On the content 
Our text contains two different poems, or at least two different sections of a poem, as 
shown by the change of metre between lines a2 and a3 and the strophe number "2" in 
a6, which implies that strophe 1 starts in line a3. Although the first section is too short 
for a reliable interpretation, it is likely to be a stotra, especially in view of the plausible 
restoration win(askau Pias) 'I honour' in a 1. Of the second section a much larger part 
is preserved: it contains remains of a stotra that highlights some of the Buddha's acts 
of self-sacrifice in former births, illustrating his compassion (karUl)a) and patience 
52 Thus THT3597. 8239 has 'you have seen the people [and] the world, sick because of hunger 
and illness .. .' . 
53 Thus THT3597. 8239 has preserved only the end, which goes ' ... from [your] own body'. 
54 miikte THT3597 could also stand for makte 'self', but miikte 8239 can only be 'as'. 
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(k~iinti). As plausibly suggested by Schmidt (1983: 273), these two motifs might be 
identified with the "two friends" in pada 2a: tai wii$mone ensii(t)e 'to these two friends 
you have kept'. 
The allusion to birth stories in our stotra reminds of the Khotanese 
Jatakastava (Dresden 1955) and the Jatakastava of Ji'i.anayasas (Shackleton Bailey 
1954). However, an important difference is that the composition of the Tocharian 
poem is not as systematic as the two Jatakastava's just mentioned, with 2 to 4 strophes 
for a jataka in the former and exactly one in the latter: some of the Tocharian strophes 
contain references to more than one story, while others are of a more general content, 
not referring to any story in particular. 
Interestingly, the birth stories of the stotra can be compared with the wall 
paintings of the grottoes of the MiIJ-by monastery complex near Qizil, that is, the 
same complex where the manuscript leaf was found. In these wall paintings, the 
frequent depiction of key scenes from birth stories testifies their immense popularity 
at the time. In the study of birth stories, history of art and philology may complement 
each other: on the one hand, the wide variety of jataka scenes represented often 
serves as a heuristic device for the identification of manuscript fragments; on the 
other, the greater detail of the written version may narrow down the possibilities of 
interpretation of the murals. 
Below, the content of strophes 3, 6 and 7, which contain references to birth 
stories, is discussed. 
Strophe 3 
The Tocharian text of padas 3a and 3b contains the following concrete clues: people 
who are out in the desert consume the flesh of their son which has something to do 
with their own lives, while they have forgotten their love towards their son. The only 
logical interpretation is that a mother and a father eat the flesh of their own son in 
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order to survive, which fits very well to the Sujata-Avadana, as plausibly suggested 
by Dieter Schlingloff (apud Schmidt 1983: 274). This avadana, first translated from 
Mongolian by Schmidt (1843: I, xxv-xxxi), has been the subject of a study of Baruch 
(1955), who gives a translation from the Chinese Xian YU Jfng H~*~ with notes on 
the differences with Tibetan and Mongolian parallels.55 In this story, king Suprati~thita 
is forced by the revolt of a minister to flee with his wife and Sujata, their only child. 
In his hurry, the king fails to bring enough food along, and, moreover, he accidentally 
takes a longer road than needed. Soon tormented by unbearable hunger he wants to kill 
his wife to eat her flesh with his son, but Sujata saves his mother through self-sacrifice: 
piece by piece, his parents eat his flesh. 
Although in the Xian yu Jfng version it is not explicitly mentioned where the 
scene of self-sacrifice takes place, it is clearly in an uninhabited area where no food 
is available. Following Schmidt, the best rendering of karasne, the relevant Tocharian 
B word, is probably 'in the wilds', rather than the traditional 'in the forest' or 'in the 
jungle' (Carling 2009: 115).56 On the one hand, this interpretation strengthens the plot 
of the story, where the lack of food is so important; on the other, it can be supported by 
the match between Tocharian A karasantwa 57 wartantwam MY2.8a7 and Old Uygur 
olJta kiirtiikda angda semakta MaitriHami2.9a20-21 'in a desert2 [or] a forest 2 '. 
55 T202, p. 356a-357b. For a summary of another version from the Za Bao Zang Jing $f£Jl~ 
*~ (T203, 2, p. 447e), see Chavannes (1910-34: Ill, 2; see further IV: 201) and Barueh (1955: 
p.344). 
56 As far as I ean see, the translation 'forest' was based on A 70a3 karaSaf!l 'in the karas', 
which corresponds to vanavasa in the Skt. Visvantara-Jataka, N!!9 of Aryasiira's Jatakamala 
(Sicg 1952: 43; Hanisch 2005: I, 82, line 9). Probably, vanavasa was taken as a more 
general 'living in the wilds' rather than 'living in the forest'; (-)vana is otherwise translated 
with wart, for instance directly before in a2 (I.e. line 5) and direetly after in a4 (I.e. line 13). 
As Prof. Yoshida points out to me, this interpretation may be supported by the Sogdian 
parallel of the Visvantara-Jataka, which has 'wy oystyh (line 800), '~y oysth (line 813) "dans 
le desert" (Benveniste 1946: 52, 53). 
57 kiira,~antwa is a writing error for karasantu or kariisantwaf!l, probably due to the next ak~ara 
<wit> of the following wartantwaf!l. 
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Griinwedel identified the Sujata-Avadana in Qizil grotto NQ38 (1912: 
70, R52), where the king is about to kill his wife with his sword, which the prince, 
sitting on his mother's shoulder, begs him not to do. 58 It is further represented in 
e.g. NQ8 (Kezfer shiku I, plate 37 lower right corner; Griinwedel 1912: 53, e) 
and NQl14 (Kezfer shiku Ill, plate 197 in the centre; Grunwedel 1912: 115, B20 
= MIK In 9103). Although trees are by no means rare in the jataka murals, in 
none of these a tree is depicted, which further corroborates that kariis need not 
denote a wilderness with trees. 
Evidently, pada 3c refers to a different story, since the Bodhisattva appears 
as an elephant that throws itself from a mountain to feed people who are hungry. This 
motif is well attested, for instance in the Hasti-lataka (Aryasiira's latakamala NQ30), 
where an elephant saves in exactly this way seven hundred people who are lost in a 
desert, suffering hunger, thirst, and fatigue. The Hasti-lataka is easily identified in the 
murals: somebody is cutting flesh from an elephant that is lying on its back, e.g. grotto 
NQ8 (Kezfer shiku I, plate 36 59 ) or NQl7 (Kezfer shiku I, plate 71; Bihua quanji n: 23; 
Grunwedel 1912: 60, RI2). 
Pada 3d is too fragmentary to allow a successful interpretation. Possibly, 
ce smii(f11) 'this repetition' takes up the two food donations directly preceding; 
yukiimane 'overcoming' may refer to the Bodhisattva's triumph over the body. If W'ne 
is to be completed as (s(jsu)w(a)ne, it probably refers to the Sujata-Avadana of padas 
3a-b, but the reading is very uncertain. 
Strophe 6 
In strophe 6, we are on safe ground as far as the identification of the story is concerned: 
58 We now have only his drawing left: the original was chiseled out during the 4th Prussian 
expedition (von Le Coq 1928: 67-70), see the recent photo in Khier shiku I, plate liS (upper 
right corner). 
59 Apparently omitted by Griinwedel between e andf(l912: 53). 
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the Buddha has bought back the lives of the two young ones of a she-monkey. 
As shown by Schmidt (1983: 275), this refers to the Sirpha-Jataka. In this jataka, 
a she-monkey entrusts her two young ones to the Bodhisattva who has the shape of 
a lion, but while the lion is asleep, a vulture catches the two little monkeys. In order 
to get them safely back, the lion offers his own blood as food to the vulture. The same 
story is found as N!?32 in the Khotanese Jatakastava (Dresden 1955: 436), as N!?32 in 
the Jatakamala of HaribhaHa (Hahn 2007: 137-150), and in the Dd Zhi Du Lun ::k9§'J3t 
1mD (Lamotte 1944-80: 2297-22986°). 
Thanks to the identification of the strophe with the Sirpha-Jataka, the content 
of the lacunae is reasonably clear. Following Schmidt (1983: 274), the beginning of 6a 
probably introduces the Bodhisattva in the shape of a lion, while the end must contain 
a verb that together with senik means 'entrust' (see note 50). Pada 6b is preserved 
completely, but the word (or words) sayusa is unknown and its interpretation uncertain. 
As far as the content is concerned, it is likely that sayusa is the word for 'vulture' in 
the nom.sg., but formally it could also be sa yusa or even sayu sa 'the vulture'. Pace 
Schmidt (l.c.), sayusa is unlikely to be the perl.sg. of a word for 'beak', because the 
vulture probably needed to be introduced explicitly. Moreover, an interpretation as 
'with its beak' is contradicted by Haribhatta's caral)abhyam adaya 'taking away with 
[its] feet' (Hahn 2007: 141, line 5) and by the murals in Qizil N!? 17 and N!? 118, which 
show the bird flying around with a monkey in its claws. 61 The lacuna at the beginning 
of 6c must explain how the Bodhisattva buys the freedom of the monkeys; according 
60 T1509, p. 307c. In another version from the Do Fiing Deng Do Jf Jlng *1J~*~*~ 
(T397, p. 70a-b; Lamotte I.c., who mentions two more versions on p. 2298) the lion gets 
the monkeys back after threatening to throw himself from a precipice, which is at variance 
with the Qizil iconography (see below). Confusingly, Dresden calls the bird an "eagle" in his 
summary of the Chinese versions (1955: 450; cf. also Schmidt 1983: 274), whereas it is a 
jiil ~ in both stories, in principle 'vulture' (Skt. grdhra). Also in the Khotanese text, the bird 
is a vulture (Khot. aysgaIJ1 [nom.sg.]; see Dresden 1955: 436). 
61 A word sayu could only be singular, so that we can exclude 'claw', which would certainly 
need a plural. 
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to the parallels, he does this with the blood that comes out when he tears apart 
his own skin. 
The SilTlha-Jataka is well represented among the Qizil wall paintings, for 
example in grotto N!! 17 (Kezfer shikii I, plate 60 in the lower right corner; Reza 2002: 
157; Grunwedel 1912: 59, L8), N!!38 (Kezfer shikii I, plate 135; Grunwedel 1912: 74, 
L29), N!!114 (Bihua quanji I, 147; Grunwedel 1912: 115, BI8), N!!118 (Kezfer shikii 2, 
plate 153; Grtinwedel 1912: 106, Fig. 240), and N!!14 (Kezfer shikii I, plate 49). 
Although neither of these allows to identify the bird in any precise way, the image in 
N238 seems to emphasise the large claws of the animal, while the lion clearly tears the 
skin off its left shoulder with its right forepaw. 
Strophe 7 
Whereas padas 7c and 7d are of general stotra content, 7a and 7b most probably refer 
to two different stories: in 7a, the Buddha lets his body be stripped off the flesh by 
merchants, and in 7b he lends his skinned body to let beings cross a wide river. 
The problem with pada 7a is that it offers few concrete clues. Schmidt (1983: 
275) suggests that it is the Kacchapa-Avadana, in which a turtle saves five-hundred 
merchants from shipwreck, after which they eat its flesh (e.g. Khotanese latakastava 
N242, Dresden 1955: 440). However, merchants appear very frequently in birth stories, 
and the motif of giving away one's body occurs even more often. In short, Schmidt's 
suggestion is a good possibility, but the identification can hardly be considered certain. 
The Kacchapa-Avadana is attested e.g. in grotto N!!38 (Grunwedel 1912: 68, 
R4062), N!!17 (Kezfer shikii I, plate 66, left above the centre; Grunwedel 1912: 60, R26), 
and N!!114 (Kezfer shikii 11, plate 135; Grunwedel 1912: 116, h27). However, these 
paintings show the turtle saving the merchants, not the merchants eating its flesh, which 
makes the identification of pada 7a with the Kacchapa-Avadana even more uncertain. 
62 Now chiselcd out, see Kdier shikii I, plate 115, centre. 
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Conversely, the theme of the story referred to in pada 7b is very clear and 
there are two similar stories that fit very well. In both, the Bodhisattva is the king of an 
animal herd that has to flee but gets stuck before a river that they are unable to cross. 
In order to save the lives of his herd, the Bodhisattva lets them cross over his own 
body. In one story, attested for instance in the Mahakapi-Jataka, N'227 of Aryasl1ra's 
Jatakamala, the Bodhisattva is a monkey that stretches its body from bank to bank 
over the river; in the other, contained for example in the Subhadra-Avadana, N'240 of 
the Avadanasataka, he is a gazelle that stands in the middle of the river, offering its 
back as an additional support for the gazelles to jump over the river. In the Tocharian 
text no animal name occurs, but papiisausai kektsentsa 'with skinned body' can 
perhaps be used to identify the story. Although it is mentioned in the Mahakapi-Jataka 
that the monkey king's body is hurt (e.g. Khoroche 1989: 189), physical pain plays a 
much more important role in the gazelle story, see e.g. the Khotanese Jatakastava N'25 
(Dresden 1955: 425), the Avadanasataka (Feer 1891: 157), Rockhill (1884: 139), and 
the Dil Zhi Du Lun *~ ~ilifli (Lamotte 1944-80: 1651-165263 ). Because of this detail, 
it is more plausible that pada 7b refers to the gazelle story. 
Scenes of both jatakas are attested in the murals, although of the gazelle 
story only the Dil Zhi Du Lun variant is found. Whereas in the other versions a gazelle 
young is the last to be saved, the Dil Zhi Du Lun tells how a deer stretches itself 
from bank to bank, succumbing only after having saved a last hare. Illustrations to the 
Mahakapi-Jataka can be found in e.g. grotto N'217 (Kezfer shikii I, plate 65; Grunwedel 
1912: 59, Ll3), N'238 (Kezfer shikii I, plate 124 at the right; Grunwedel 1912: 68, R35), and 
N'2114 (Kezfer shikii Ill, plate 197, mid left; Grunwedel 1912: 115, B21 = MIK III 9103). 
The deer carrying the hare is depicted in e.g. N'238 (Kezfer shikii I, plate 117 top; Grunwedel 
1912: 68, R42) and N'2114 (Kezfer shikii 11, plate 136; Grunwedel 1912: 116, b7). 
63 Tl509, p. 250a. 
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§5. Linguistic notes 
As noted in the introduction, the text is archaic. However, the language is not pure, 
but hybrid, which is in line with the dating of the script as "early standard" instead of 
archaic: the leaf was definitely copied at a later stage, when the classical language had 
already developed. In short, the vowels la! and Idl display all features of the language 
of the first archaic stage, but further archaic characteristics, like lewl and $C (Peyrot 
2008: 41 and 72, respectively), are not found, while i'lis, attested once, is even a clear 
feature of the later classical language (on other possible later features, see below). 
lal 
Although the spelling of la! conforms to the classical norm in the majority of cases, 
the number of exceptions is certainly large enough to classify the text as archaic. 
Long <a> for unaccented la! is mostly found in final syllables: III sa aI, lak$iintasa a2, 
(ke)lasta b I, sayusa b4, te-yknesa b5, wsiista b6, masta b8. Although pada end position 
is slightly overrepresented, sayusii, te-yknesii and mastii are verse-internal, and of 
these only te-yknesii is found before a caesura. aiimiila$ka b7 is the only word with a 
certain "archaic" <a> in another position, as the initial ii of arwiire a6 could be the 
result of sandhi. Verse-internally, but also in final position, <a> is the normal spelling 
for unaccented la!, cf. e.g. the verse ends of la, 2a, 6c, 7b, 7d, 8b. A distribution on 
the grammatical level is also difficult to find, cf. (ke)lasta b I vs kelasta b7, wsiista b6 
vs wsiista b8, or short perlatives like yiimorsa a2, yamaisa a4, wesennaisa a4, tarnesa 
a4 etc vs the long ones cited above. $an-iinm a5, usually I~;)fi-afim/, may owe its <a> 
to the simplex iinm. If yukamii(ne) a8 is correctly restored, it shows inversion of the 
classical spelling yukiimane. There are only three more cases of <a> for la!: lak$anta 
a2 (next to lak$iintasii in the same line), latkatsi Illitkat'dyl b8, naitta-c b4. 
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lal 
I'JI is regularly spelled <a>, cf. with <a> under the accent: eitkalpatte aI, (ke)lastii bl, 
cak.y b6, taitw a5, a7, tan a I, a8, tiirkarwa a4, tarnesa a4, pals(k)o b4, mast.y a6, 
mastii b8, yamaisa a4, rfnM$itrii b3, lyka(ske) a7, $an a7, $an-iinm a5, $a(n-iinm) a7, 
($arm)ts(a) bl, sakw b3. The number of accented I'JI written <a> is modest: kelasta b7, 
ramt a6, lalalJl($ka) b5, wast b3, skwantsi b2.64 The fact that the two occurrences of 
<a> for unaccented I'JI are found after Icl and Iw/, characters without Fremdzeichen 
counterpart, conforms to the pattern observed earlier (Peyrot 2008: 35): carkii-c b2, 
saim-wasta b7. 
w-diphthongs 
Most w-diphthongs in the text represent old lawl and they are written < au>: kauIJI a3, 
kauna a3, kauniiktelJl a3, klyautkatai a5, tukau b5, papiisausai b6, maukiista b5, saul 
a7, tsiiitkau al (on mokauska b4 see below). One word with certain old lewl is 
nevertheless spelled with <au>: aurce b6. In addition, we find <ow> in lakutsownaisa 
a3, a word that is elsewhere rather attested with <ew, eu> (BI35a6, IT163b5; see 
Peyrot 2008: 43). Theoretically, ow could represent a transitional phase between ew 
and aw, but in view of aurce with classical aw in the same text it is doubtful whether 
liikzlsownaisa is reliable evidence for a development ew > ow > aw. A contamination 
of ew and au to ow, or a misspelling of au as 0 (i.e. for liikt/sauwnaisa) remain 
possible, but ad hoc solutions. 
kiiloym a2 
kii!oym 'may I obtain', with simple I for regular kiilloym, is probably a mistake: 
geminates are not generally simplified in this manuscript, and in the whole corpus, this 
64 skv.'i:intsi 8239a6 would be a mistake for classical skwantsi in this otherwise classical 
manuscript, but the two dots are remarkably thin and faint, not at all resembling other <Xa> 
in the manuscript. 
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type of spelling is only found in colloquial material. On the contrary, the gemination 
of k before r in prakkrel]t a5 (vs classical prakrel]t a 1) belongs to a pattern not 
otherwise attested on this leaf, but with parallels in the archaic material. 
seswa gloss to a6, a7 
For the word seswa 'sons', gloss to siisuwane a6 and siisuwerse a7, cf. Peyrot 
(2008: 114). I have now hesitantly added a third attestation (se)[sJwa, gloss to 
(siisu)wane a8. 
iUs b3 
Next to three times fias 'I' in aI, a2, a4, we once find fiis in b3. The i-variant is 
completely unexpected next to the otherwise archaic vocalism of the text: it proves 
that the text was copied at a time when the later variant fiis had already come about. 
seyyiskane b4 
This dual obviously belongs to the same word as the plural $aiyyiskul]t B352a3 (so to 
be read), as argued by Schmidt (1980: 407), who posited the meaning as "Tierjunges". 
Later he added $aiyib)(ka) B84b I "[mein] Kind(chen)" (2001: 313 (5 ), evidently 
with a slight adaptation of the meaning, since it is applied to a human rather than 
an animal. 66 Apparently the word does not mean 'young', but perhaps something 
close to 'offspring, sprig'. The spelling ey/7 instead of aiy or aiyy is difficult to 
interpret, because it is rare in the whole corpus and it is hardly possible to establish a 
distribution. In this manuscript, however, there is a possible parallel in (tai)ynesifi b5 
65 The author's reading !}'aiyyi[!}'j(ka) with double yy in note 60 (p. 313) must be a 
typographical error. 
66 With hindsight, 'young' was quite unlikely for 8352a3, too: lareA sdsii.{;kafl1 !}'aiyyLskafl1 III 
'dear children and young (??)'. 
67 !}'ai is excluded; cf. !}'ai~c, b5. 
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(and a counterexample maiyyii- with a comparable phonological context in a3). 
mokauska b4 
In mokauska 'she-monkey', au alternates with om, and in the parallel B239 we find 
mokowska. The evidence is meagre, but it seems that especially in the word om$ap 
'more' a phonetic development to aU$ap has taken place. If the same development 
is responsible for the variants in this word, mokauska is another later form that does 
not actually belong together with the archaic a-vowels of this manuscript (on Om$ap, 
mokomska and the sound change om > au, see Peyrot 2008: 91-93). 
(tai)ynesiii bS 
It is unfortunate that (tai)ynesin 'of those two' is damaged, because it displays serious 
irregularities. However, the parallel tainaisan B239b2 is clear enough, and reading 
and interpretation (gen.du. demonstrative) are beyond doubt. I have restored the 
first syllable as tai, but te is also possible; I have opted for the spelling aiy because 
it has a parallel in maiytartsa b6. This strange spelling might have to do with the 
sequence tai tai, i.e. karyiitai tainaisan in B239b2. The problems are not confined 
to the first syllable: we find e for ai in the second, and i for a in the third. Although 
the form tainaisan is rare, its classical shape is certain (cf. further B 153b3, B387.3a, 
M3a7 oR). As have I argued elsewhere (Peyrot 2008: 120-121), the development of the 
genitive ending -an to -i (cf. tainaisi B547b5) went through a stage -an rather than -in; 
consequently, -in is more likely to be a contamination of the two than an intermediate 
form. 69 Whatever be the explanation of -in, it is not a systematic phenomenon, since 
the regular genitive -an is attested in wesan b 1. If the e in the second syllable is 
linguistically real, we may compare $eyyiskane b4 with e(y) for ai (see above), which 
68 The latter to be read tainai$..{1}i",. On this ending, whieh is also found with nouns, 
ef. Hilmarsson (1989: 61-67). 
69 To my knowledge, this is the only attestation of -in, whereas -cil!l is well attested. 
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would point to monophthongisation; otherwise, it may have been fonned analogically 
after the ubiquitous genitive ending -ne. 
setkasta b6 
setkasta 'you let cross (prt.)' is clearly a mistake; the regular fonn would have been 
siilkasta /satkasta/. The ak~ara is written in a strange way, with the e-vowel bound to 
the left, possibly to avoid problems with the large ak~ara in the line above. However, 
this cannot be the explanation of the e-vocalism itself: precisely the ak~ara <sa> 
would have fitted perfectly. We can only guess that in the original the vowel was writ-
ten in a strange way. 
stiyais-'/ b8 
stiyai or stiyais is further only attested in B239b6, and its meaning is difficult to 
extract from this passage alone: Schmidt translates "in unerschiitterlicher (?) Ruhe (?)" 
(1983: 274). Apparently he separated stiyai sokne after Sieg and Siegling (1953: 142; 
cf. also Adams 1999: 710), which yields two new words: stiyai 'undisturbed' and sok 
(sokl on the evidence of our manuscript) 'calm'. A difficulty with this analysis is that 
stiyai can hardly be an adjective: -iyai occurs as obl.sg.f. ending, but the masculine 
would then have to be sfe or the like (i.e. with a root st-!). In view of the I in 
THT3597, I prefer to separate stiyais oktne, which leaves us with one unknown word 
less: oktne is evidenly the 10cative of '8'. Morphologically, stiyais is probably a 
perlative in sandhi, i.e. stiyais-'/ for sliyaisa. Schmidt's interpretation of the passage 
could still hold, as it makes good sense; the word stiyo*, approximately 'calm', 
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could be related to the verb st(Jynask- 'be silent' .70 
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Unfortunately, a full discussion of this proposal is not possible here. 
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abstract: The Tocharian B fragment THT3597 is in urgent need of study, despite the 
great achievements of Schmidt (1983). It is a precious sample of Tocharian Buddhist 
literature, preserving parts of a Buddhastotra with allusions to the Buddha's acts 
of self-sacrifice in former births. Written in non-archaic script, it is linguistically 
interesting because it preserves obvious archaic traits, but mixed with several later 
features. Glosses are evidence of a lively interest in the manuscript at the time, 
revealing even the unique form seswa 'sons'. 
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